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WASHINGTON
Reynolds High School

“Get out! Get out!” Chris Mintz
yelled as he ran down the hallway
from his classroom and hurried
people to safety. He returned to
help more students and was met
by the gunman, who shot him
four times.
Mintz survived. He is a student
and veteran who just returned
from a tour in Afghanistan. This
story was written by Mintz and
reiterated by Sonia Wright, a San
Jose State journalism professor.
“This can’t be happening. It’s a
bucolic setting at a college that
you would never expect anything
like this to happen,” Wright said.
“It’s just one of those … when
I got the text that said, ‘Sonia,
there has been a shooting at your
old school,’ and even today … I
still can’t believe it.”
Wright used to teach in the very
classroom where the shooting
occurred at Umpqua Community College in Roseburg, Oregon
before she came to SJSU.
Wright said the shooter walked
into the classroom 30 minutes after class began, shooting the professor and eight students before he
eventually committed suicide in
the room after exchanging gunfire
with police.
“I still can’t … quite put to …
that kind of tragedy in that kind of
community,” Wright said. “They
are a very close knit community.
Everybody knows everyone.”
Wright worked at Umpqua Community College for 18 years. She
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spent 10 of those years working in
the building where the shooting
took place.
A reported 152 school shootings have occurred in America
since 2013. In 2015 alone, there
have been 55 reported school
shootings, according to everytownresearch.org.
The number of campus shootings
have increased in the past few years.
Eight days following the incident at Umpqua Community
College, a shooting occurred at
Northern Arizona University on
Oct. 9. One student was killed
and three others were injured,
according to azcentral.com.
An additional shooting occurred that same day at Texas
Southern University, leaving one
person dead and another wounded. But this was the third reported shooting incident of the week
at the university.
Reports said there was a shooting in the same building Oct. 8
at midnight and another Oct. 6
where one man was killed, according to reports by the Washington Post.
Finding a solution to this growing problem has been an ongoing
struggle.
“When I was in high school,
almost every guy had a gun in
the back of his pickup because as
soon as school got out, they went
hunting,” Wright said. “But nobody ever thought about pointing a gun at another person.”
Wright said because these situations are random, there is no telling
see GUN on page 2
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CSU grad rates
hit record high
By Jordan Alexis
@joa951

For the third consecutive year, the California State University system has seen a record high number of students
graduating from its 23 universities.
The CSU system had a total of 105,693 undergraduate
and graduate degrees completed last academic year. This
number is an increase of two percent from 103,781 degrees granted in 2013-2014, and a rise of four percent from
101,209 degrees in 2012-2013.

The CSU system announced its universities have over 3
million alumni in 2014. This led to its Class of 3 Million
campaign, which targeted alumni and encouraged them
to share their graduation stories and college memories.
According to San Jose State University Facts & Figures,
the university has seen an increase in graduation rates.
Since 2010, the total number of awarded bachelor’s degrees have gone up as well, reaching 5,431 last school year.
Michele Siqueiros, the executive director of the nonprofit organization Campaign for College Opportunity, said
this increase in numbers does not tell the whole story.
“The four-year graduation rates are abysmal and need
to be improved,” Siqueiros said in the Los Angeles Times
earlier this year. “Time to degree matters because the more
time a student spends in college, the more it costs them.”
According to collegeboard.org, average tuition for an instate student at a public university is $9,139. For CSUs, the

average tuition is around $6,700.
In 2009, the CSU system launched its system-wide program to improve graduation rates for all students. It continues to push its Graduation Initiative 2025, which is in
its sixth and final year.
Some of the goals of the initiative are to increase fouryear graduation rates for first-time freshman to 24 percent
from its current 18 percent. They also want to increase the
rates of six-year grads as well as transfer students on the
two to four year graduation track according to their system goals on their website.
“I didn’t want to go to a CSU initially because as a transfer,
I’m not trying to spend half of my adult life in school,” said
DaJohn Murray, a transfer a student at Cal Poly Pomona.
According to a study released by the Public Policy Institute of California last week, California is expected to lose
see ALUMNI on page 2
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Student appreciation festival
brings food, fun and freebies
By Dakotah Zabroski
@DakotahZabroski

Hundreds of students attended the 2015 Student Appreciation Festival yesterday afternoon,
where free shirts, food and other prizes were
handed out.
The festival took place from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at the Paseo de Cesar E. Chavez outside
quad in the Student Union.
“The whole point of this event is for the Student
Union to give back to the students,” said Event
Center employee Jessica Munday. “We use the
Student Union a lot and they utilize us a lot so
just a chance for them to give something back to
the students, and just a chance to relax.”
There were many activities for students to
partake in including an obstacle course race, a

“Sandy Candy” Pixie Stick booth and a footballthrowing competition where the winners received a titanium sports necklace.
Other prizes that were given out included an
Apple Watch, Jack Yo Lantern tickets and Santa
Cruz Beach Boardwalk season passes.
The line for the free T-shirt that read “Student
Appreciation Festival” stretched from the Student Union all the way to the Event Center.
Music from Indie rock band HEARTWATCH
echoed throughout the festival as the band enthusiastically played for students.
The band has had success and has even played
at Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival.
“It feels nice to come back and give back to a
community that we developed a love for music
see FESTIVAL on page 3

Dakotah Zabroski | Spartan Daily
Software engineering graduate student Buneet Povli plays
cornhole during the Student Appreciation Festival with his
friends at the Student Union yesterday.
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Think Before You Pink
Project evaluates effectiveness
of breast cancer fundraising
“Companies that swath their brands in pink,
claiming to care about breast cancer while producing or selling products that expose people
October is recognized as Breast Cancer Aware- to chemicals linked to the disease, are doing
ness Month and with a flurry of pink ribbons untold damage to efforts to prevent breast canbreast cancer survivors have created the Think cer,” said Jeanne Rizzo, president and CEO of
Before You Pink campaign.
the Breast Cancer Fund in the NBC report. “I’ve
Companies have used the
had enough of the allrecognition of the pink ribAmerican sport of marbon and its association to
keting pink to cover up
breast cancer research and
“Pink Washing”
poison.”
awareness as a platform to
According to an article
raise money for the cause.
from NBC News, the Su... a company or
Think Before You Pink is a
san G. Komen Foundaproject of Breast Cancer Action upset activists when
organization that
tion created in 2002. Think
they accepted $100,000 to
Before You Pink calls for
create 1,000 pink drill bits
claims to care
more accountability from
for an oil and fracking
companies who take part in
company. Scientists have
about breast
fundraising for breast cancer
connected some chemiresearch. The campaign is
cals in fracking to cancer.
cancer by
headquartered in San FranAccording to the recisco.
port by NBC, fracking
promoting a pink
“Breast cancer is not a pretty
involves, “highly pressurpink money-making ribbon.
ized chemicals and liqribbon product,
It’s an ugly, ugly disease that
uids are delivered to deep,
strips women of their lives,”
underground rock formabut ... produces,
said Stacy Thayer, a breast
tions in order to crack
cancer survivor. “And if you
them to extract natural
manufactures
survive it, it strips you of evgas.”
erything society says makes
Breast cancer survivors
and/or sells
you a woman.”
and advocates said they
According to The Huffinghope others will consider
products that
ton Post, Alhambra’s Athena
these actions and to do rewater, which is their breast
search before donating.
are linked to
cancer campaign, sells plastic
Despite these organizapolycarbonate bottles which
tions making the news in
the disease.
contain Bisphenol A, a hora negative light, they have
mone-disrupting
chemical
done a lot for breast canBreast Cancer Action
that has been linked to breast
cer research.
Think Before You Pink
cancer.
According to cancer.
Think Before You Pink deorg, in 2014 the Amerifines this as “pinkwashing” when “a company can Cancer Society used 74 percent of donations
or organization that claims to care about breast toward program services including cancer recancer by promoting a pink ribbon product, but search, patient support, prevention information
at the same time produces, manufactures and/or and education, and detection and treatment; a
sells products that are linked to the disease.”
total of $632 million. The remaining 26 percent
According to Think Before You Pink’s website, goes to supporting services including managecompanies may place a pink ribbon on an item ment and general expenses as well as fundraising
but the proceeds don’t always fund breast cancer expenses.
research, or they don’t clearly state the organizaAccording to Komen.org, breast cancer mortion or foundation associated with the product.
tality rates have declined by 34 percent since
It also brings up the question of cap amounts and 1990 in the U.S. Komen states on their website
what happens to the proceeds that exceed the cap. that they have raised over $2.5 billion since
It states that some companies have a set amount 1982.
of what they will donate and once that number is
Think Before You Pink suggests considering
reached, the cap is fulfilled; and despite the con- their four critical questions, as posted on their
tinued sale of the product, those funds never go to website, before buying pink products to ensure
the organization after the cap has been met.
that your intentions of donating to breast cancer
Not only are some concerned by this lack of research are fulfilled.
clarity, but also by some of the donations received by certain companies.
Hailee Miguel is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
By Hailee Miguel
@Hailee_Miguel
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when they might happen again.
“I know that sometimes as instructors and administrators we
are not as aware of these situations with students,” Wright said.
“I had some students that were on
the edge. There was one in particular where I was told, ‘whenever
she goes off, just do not touch her’
and I followed that.”
Teaching students and professors how to be aware of signs of
mental illness and providing support can be a step in preventing
more of these situations, according to the Center for Effective
Collaboration and Practice.
But this comes with the task of
determining whether someone is
actually mentally ill or is just go-

ing through a tough time.
“People, if they don’t feel like
they are a part of something,
that’s when I think it can go awry,”
Wright said. “That is why I really
appreciate the newspaper, sports
and anything that can keep people
involved because learning and coordinating and all that is stressful.”
Wright said it is hard to believe
these incidents keep happening as
often as they do because no one
saw anything like this 25 years
ago, for example. She said it happens all too often now.
“He (Mintz) fell to the ground
at the doorway,” Wright said. “He
said he doesn’t know why he said
it, but ‘today is my son’s birthday!
Today is my son’s birthday!’ as he
curled up in a ball waiting for the
police.”
Kavin Mistry is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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nearly 1.1 million college-educated workers by 2030.
The research pointed out that 38
percent of all jobs in California
will require a bachelor’s degree
or higher in the next 15 years, but
only 33 percent of workers will
meet that level of education.
The CSU’s Graduation Initiative
is projected to graduate one million more students by 2025 if all
goes as planned.
CSU spokeswoman Toni Molle

said preparing for college is going to be important if California wants to meet workforce
demands.
“The key is having students prepared for college-level work when
they arrive at the CSU, to enable
them to complete their degrees
in a timely manner, Molle told
the Long Beach Press-Telegram.
“Funding for increased student
enrollment is critical to meeting
California’s current and future
workforce demands.”
Jordan Alexis is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

UPCOMING CONCERTS
October 23
Safe in Sound
City National Civic

October 26
All Time Low
City National Civic

October 30
Pre-Halloween: ATB
City National Civic

October 30
Jack Yo Lantern
SJSU Event Center

November 25 & 27
Give Thanks Festival
City National Civic

December 6
The Weeknd
SAP Center

Calendar by Raymond Ibale and Deanna Villarreal
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Dia de los Muertos comes early to MLK library
By Hailee Miguel
@Hailee_Miguel

Exiting the elevator on the fift h floor
of Martin Luther King, Jr. Library, visitors will be greeted by a variety of colorful papel picado (paper cut into elaborate
designs), several altars with different displays and standing skeletons, clothed and
painted for Dia de los Muertos, otherwise
known as Day of the Dead.
This Art of Remembrance Altar Exhibit
is part of the Cultural Heritage Center and
will be on until Nov. 8. It is an exhibit of
traditional and contemporary altars by local artists.
For computer science seniors Peter Pham
and Samson Lee, the bright colors drew
them to the altars and skeletons on display.
“It was really colorful so we thought al-

right, we’ll check it out,” Pham said.
One common theme was a wide variety
of skeletons, as not one altar is similar to
the other.
“I like the skeleton in the pot and the
skeletons with the different clothing,” Lee
said.
One of the altars calls for student involvement in creating origami cranes. According to the display, the crane is a symbol of long-life as well as happiness, peace
and good luck.
Students are being asked and encouraged
to contribute to a Black Lives Matter altar
which they hope to complete with 1,000
cranes by Nov. 2.
The colored paper is provided as well as a
handy 13-step instruction sheet on how to
make an origami crane.
“It’s a nice change from the usual gray of

the library,” Pham said.
The Dia de los Muertos display is not the
only exhibit on the fift h floor of the library.
There is also the California Room,
Beethoven Center, Steinbeck Center and
the SJSU Special Collections. The four
share the exhibit space located in special
collections and rotate displays, according
to Leilani Marshall of Sourisseau Academy for State and Local History.
On display now in the special collections
area is Silicon Valley Bikes, which has been
put in place by the California Room from
History San Jose.
Marshall said History San Jose is a historical institution in San Jose and this particular exhibit was previously on display
downtown before certain aspects of it were
brought to campus.
The collection has only been on display

for a week, but the feedback has been rather positive, said California Room librarian
Erin Herzog.
“We’ve been getting a steady flow of
people coming out, I’d say so far it’s been
very popular,” Herzog said. “It’s nice to get
physical objects in. I think people are used
to seeing photographs and paper out here,
so it’s nice to have actual objects and getting the actual bikes out was great.”
The bikes exhibit will be in Special Collections through January.
The library offers students more than just
study hours and a variety of books with
these displays and exhibits. They are able to
see pieces of history as well as creative arts
and culture when they enter the fifth floor.
Hailee Miguel is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Dakotah Zabroski | Spartan Daily
Indie pop band HEARTWATCH plays for the students attending the Student
Appreciation Festival.

Student equipment
managers assist football
team in many ways
By Adolfo Oseguera
@aosogordo

Setting up San Jose State’s
football team’s practice field,
game field and locker room
are all duties of the student
equipment managers.
There are seven student
equipment managers that
SJSU Athletics employs and
pays to help the football
team operate smoothly.
“They are a huge part of
this team because without
their help, we wouldn’t be
able to do what we do on
the field,” said business
human resources senior
and Spartans wide receiver
Hansell Wilson.
Some students said they
don’t really know this job
exists or more importantly
what they actually do for
the team which is wake
up early to set up fields,
do their laundry, sew their
uniforms, set up their
locker room on game days,
shag balls and much more.
“I had no idea there was
a job that required people
do the football team’s laundry,” said junior health
science major Benjamin
Larson. “That’s doing too
much. I understand the
team needing help with
fieldwork and set up but I
never really thought about
who did their laundry. I
don’t think I would be able
to do that.”
Advertising senior Adrian Bautista said he was
aware of other sports having assistants that do common things such as helping with scoring but he
never knew of assistants
doing players’ laundry or
setting up their lockers.
He said he gives kudos
to the managers for their
hard work.
“While we do all the hard
lifting and a lot of the labor, we probably have one

of the most important jobs
in making sure the entire
football team gets to do
what they need to do and
is able to accomplish everything they have to do in
practice and games,” said
science senior and student
equipment manager Andrew Vazquez.
On top of equipment duties, student equipment
managers have to stay in
shape so they are able to
keep up with the football
team during practices and
games. They are required
to retrieve the balls that are
thrown by the players and
coaches.
Their work hours fluctuate according to the football team’s schedule and
each individual’s school
schedule. For the most
part they have to be at the
football stadium early in
the morning around 7 until their practice is over.
Before game days, some of
them go into work in their
jerseys and make sure they
are ready.
Business senior and
third-year student equipment manager Dionna Lee
is the student equipment
manager that specializes in
taking care of the football
players’ jerseys and sews
any rips and tears it may
have gotten during games.
All the current student
equipment managers said
they enjoy their position
because they feel welcomed
and appreciated by the
players on the team.
“We get a lot of respect
from the players and
coaches. They know that
whatever they need we are
here for them and vice versa, whatever we need they
are there for us,” Lee said.
Wilson said he appreciates how much time and effort the student equipment
managers dedicate to help-

ing the team prepare for
practice and games.
Wilson said he understands the pressure of being
a student so he can imagine
how difficult it could be to
put in so much work on top
of going to school. He said
they are in a sense part of
the team.
Student equipment managers travel around with
the team and are close to
the action.
Health science junior and
third-year student equipment manager Alia Kaoh
said her favorite part of
being a student manager is
being on the sideline with
the coaches and not knowing what the game would
require from her.
Kaoh said each game is
different therefore each
game could require her to
do something new.
Student managers said
they take the job because
they gain a lot of life experience that could use in
their future.
“By working here, you
learn a lot of life skills you
can apply to your day-today life such as working
under pressure, meeting other people’s needs,
sort of adapting to others’
work styles and ethics,
and it teaches you a lot of
morals,” said kinesiology
senior and fi ft h-year assistant equipment manager Allen Luna. “It helps
you learn a lot more about
yourself, about your weakness and strengths as an
individual.”
The student equipment
managers said they love
what they do because they
know they get memories
and experiences that most
people will never get to go
through.
Adolfo Oseguera is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

in,” said guitarist and singer Rowan Peter. “As much music as you can get in an
academic environment is nice, it gives
students a break.”
The festival’s main purpose was to
show gratitude to students for their dedication.
“The Student Appreciation Festival is
how we show you, the wonderful students
of SJSU, just how awesome we think you
are. The Student Union wouldn’t be here
without you: campus leaders, academics, athletes, fun-lovers, achievers, and
everything else that makes SJSU a great
place to be,” according to the festival’s
Facebook event page.
Employees at the Event Center operated booths and mingled with fellow
students.
Students took note of the appreciation
and said they had a good time at the event
and enjoyed the food and giveaways.
“Look at how many hot dogs they made,
for me to get one out of all these people
is really considerate,” said English freshman Nikko Ramirez “It’s really

nice I love it here, it makes me appreciate
it more here.”
The only gripe some students had about
the event is that it was too short.
“They should extend the hours, they
might as well make the event longer so
students in classes right now can enjoy
it,” Ramirez said.
Attendees described the event as a nice
way for students to take a break, unwind
and show school spirit.
Soft ware engineering graduate Amol
Thombre, who attended Fire on the
Fountain last week said he would like to
see more events like these.
“This event makes me proud, it boosts
up your spirit as a Spartan, you come together and enjoy the event as a group,”
Thombre said.
Munday said the university plans to
have more student events like the festival, the last being a Spartan Splash pool
party at the end of the semester.
Dakotah Zabroski is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Viewer’s beware, you’re (not) in for a scare
By Rain Stites
@writeas_rain

It was the best part of the school day.
Everyday, just before the bell rang for
lunch break, the fourth grade students
of Room 5 were required to read a book
of their choosing and sit quietly for 15
minutes. Everyday, I couldn’t wait to flip
through the worn, slightly yellow pages
of the R.L. Stine masterpieces. Everyday, I
chose to read a “Goosebumps” book.
At age nine, I fell in love with the literary genius series that is Stine. I couldn’t get
enough of his books.
Just when the monsters of Stine’s imagination were as faint in our memories as the
joys of recess, talk of a feature length fi lm
depicting the series circulated.
In 2008, Columbia Pictures received the
rights to a “Goosebumps” film. After seven
years of waiting, the movie finally hit theaters.
My 23-year-old self remained calm while
walking into the premiere last Friday night.
My inner child however could hardly keep
it cool. I couldn’t believe I was about to reenter the creepy world I so looked forward
to exploring everyday before lunch as a kid.
To my surprise, I wasn’t alone. I expected
to be engulfed by a swarm of little kids to
whom monsters were still so much a part
of their everyday reality. The audience however turned out to be a bunch of little kids

trapped in adult bodies just like myself.
Pure nostalgia consumed me as I stuffed my
face with candy during the opening credits.
The theater lights dimmed and the screen
faded to black.
I could hardly contain my excitement.
exc
excite
The
green, oozy lettering spelled
ed
d it out: “Goose“G
bumps.” My thoughts told
old
ld me, “viewer
ewe bebe
ware, you’re in for a
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n
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Stine!
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It was my
nostalgia
for the books and
TV series that
guided my
optimism

The upbeat yet ominous beat would have
perfectly set the mood for the entire fi lm.
To my extreme disappointment, the iconic
banger did not grace our ears even once.
Anyone who knows Goosebumps should
know that song.
People often say movie depictions are rarely
better than the book; reading a book allows
for an imagination with little constraint.
This notion wasn’t shattered for me after
watching the “Goosebumps” movie.
This movie invites its audience into fictional Stine’s twisted reality. As a fan, I
stepped right into that world. However, it
was my nostalgia for the books and TV series that guided my optimism for the movie.
I loved every minute, but the movie didn’t
give me the hair-raising, neck goosebumps
I was hoping for. It instead allowed me to
grasp a sense of my childhood for nearly
two hours.
It gave me the chance be a kid again.

Movie plot:

9-year-old me:
Rain Stites is the Spartan Daily
managing editor.

Mission Creek Brewery sits atop the competition
By Matthew Dziak
@bigmattitude

Perched above Whole Foods Market on
The Alameda resides the last thing many
people would expect, a brewery.
Mission Creek Brewing Co. is an open
air space, overlooking the SAP Center and
Santa Clara Avenue.
The building itself is a contemporary
architectural centerpiece of The Alameda
with industrial aluminum siding and rich
wood patterns lining above the Whole
Foods sign.
The fashionable aesthetic is matched by
the trendy craft beer flavors of today.
Recently there has been a push by con-

sumers for hoppy styles of beer such as India pale ales.
Mission Creek has a rotation of about 20
different beers on tap. It offers five or six of
its own brews; the rest are a collection from
other local and even international breweries.
The brewery’s Solely Simcoe is notable
among crowded tap handles. Mission Creek
has a variety of single-hop beers in its “Solely” lineup, including Citra and Mosaic.
Mosaic-hop varieties have a dominant,
tropical fruit aroma and sweetness while
Citra has a dominant citrus and lemony
flavor profi le.
Although the Citra and Mosaic varieties
have their place, particularly for those seeking a little more sweetness, it is the Solely

Simcoe that stands out.
The Simcoe hop is not
for the faint of heart or
typical
lager-guzzling
bro. It is used primarily for its bitter flavor and
rich, piney backbone.
It has a dominant presence that stands out
among other hops like a
bodybuilder in a crowd of
kindergarteners.
But Mission Creek’s
Solely Simcoe is not a
Matthew Dziak | Spartan Daily
beer that requires you to
psyche up your palette in Thirsty patrons enjoy a pint in the open air at
preparation for the attack Mission Creek Brewery on Wednesday.
of dry, bitter hop.
Instead, this refreshing
brew has a complexity of flavors that are for a date or to catch up with an old friend.
balanced with a subtle caramel-like, malt- The brewery also offers an availability
ed mouthfeel and enough bitternesss to
b foods such as nachos, chicken
of bar
please any hop head.
win
wings and macaroni and cheese, all
If an onslaught of bittering hops like Simimcoo
cooked to order.
coe seem as daunting as taking 21 units
ts a
T say the atmosphere on the rooftop
To
semester then Mission Creek’s Punch List
is eextremely laid-back is a cliche underIndia pale ale might be for you.
sta
statement.
The “punch” in Punch List is citrus
us
A small bar with six stools sits in
with a fruitful aroma and finish.
f
front
of a flat-screen TV while woodPunch List is modest in bitterness
en picnic tables and a counter runs
compared to the Solely series.
the entire perimeter to allow for
A
It is a full-bodied pale ale with a
more spacious areas to gather.
fantastic, fruit salad-like explosion
While shoppers buzz around
CASE
of flavor. The slight, bitter bite at
the market sniffing produce and
the end reminds you this is not one OF THE checking for bruises on their fruit,
of those wheat beers you would be BREWS you can sit overlooking the chaos
served with an orange slice on the
around you, sipping a fresh brew
rim of the glass.
while somehow finding serenity in
Having a partnership with Whole
it all.
Foods allows patrons to purchase a
Matthew Dziak is a Spartan Daily
bottle of beer or wine at the market and
staff writer. His column A Case of The
enjoy it on the rooftop of Mission Creek.
Brews runs every other Thursday.
Along with the downtown view, this added bonus makes the rooftop a perfect spot
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Technological accountability Words do
Consumers need to be more responsible
define you
with the new technology we have created

“
”

New ttechnology
fascinating and
is fasci
could prove to be
useful in the future,
but it is our social
responsibility to
know what is morally
right and wrong when
w
we use it.

Jovanni Arroyo-Camberos is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

ILY

freedom of the ever-changing world
of technology.
According to foxbusiness.com, the
California Highway Patrol released
an app that allows drivers to check
up on traffic reports.
In a recent press release by the California Department of Technology,
the CHP said people are able to use

the app to check on traffic before they
leave the house.
But the creation of the app gives
drivers another reason to use their
phones while driving. It only adds to
the problem the app is trying to get
rid off—accidents.
According to the National Safety
Council, cell phone use while driving
leads to 1.6 million crashes each year.
The CHP app isn’t the only one
causing problems for people. Apps
and websites such as Facebook and
other social media outlets can cause
confusion when it comes to using
them professionally.
Social media outlets can be accessed via smartphones, tablets,
computers and even televisions. It allows us to easily connect with people
whether they are a family member or
a stranger from another country.
Companies now use the Internet
to look up potential candidates for a
position.
According to a 2013 survey by the
Society for Human Resource Management, 77 percent of respondent
companies used social media sites to
recruit candidates for specific jobs—
up from 56 percent in 2011.
This creates a problem for people
who post everything they do on social media. The access to post almost
everything in our day-to-day lives
is making it difficult for us to use
technology intelligently.

@SPARTANDAILY

A

facebook.com/
spartandaily

With the ability to livestream yourself using a
cell phone, technology is
advancing too quickly
and we are too stupid
for the tech we have
created.
Technology is the
application of scientific
knowledge for practical
purposes. We have seen various
forms of technology, ranging from
the new iPhone to special military
weapons we currently use for war.
Upcoming technology is renovating
the world and making life a lot easier.
Self-driving cars, browsing the web
from your wrist using a smartwatch
or playing a game in a virtual reality
environment are all possible because
of societal advancements.
We have seen the making of a
phone that can record videos and
we have the ability to live stream ourselves and others around us without
them knowing.
New technology is fascinating and
could prove to be useful in the future, but it is our social responsibility
to know what is morally right and
wrong when we use it.
At the forefront of this issue are
smartphone apps such as Periscope,
a new platform that allows users to
live stream what they are doing at
any given moment and broadcast it
to followers.
According to CBS’s Channel 10

News in Tampa Bay, a woman from
Lakeland, Florida recently live
streamed herself driving drunk
through Periscope. Many
viewers reported the incident to the police and
she was found on the
side of the road after
hitting a curb.
Society should have
the responsibility to
know when things are
taken too far. We as a society are not yet ready to handle the

D
@SPARTAN

THESPARTANDAILY.TUMBLR.COM

By Jovanni Arroyo-Camberos
@Jovanniarroyo10

By Kavin Mistry
@kavinm95

What you say tells
everything about
who you are. When
the spotlight is on
you, anything you say
will be analyzed and digested however the public sees fit.
Too many athletes and other famous people are
unaware of the effect their words will have on
their reputations.
An example of this was about a week ago when
suspended Dallas Cowboys defender Greg Hardy,
who had an incident during the summer when he
fi lled a had a hotel room with guns and threatened
his girlfriend.
Hardy was reinstated to the team before last
week’s game.
“I hope to come out guns blazing. I’m full of excitement and full of juice. I’m ready to go,” Hardy
said according to a tweet by Jon Machota.
All this tweet tells me is that Hardy learned absolutely nothing with his suspension and he is the
same person he was before.
As a football fan myself I am distraught hearing a
guy like Hardy say something like that, I think he
should be suspended for longer just for saying it.
The point of keeping him away from football was
so he could learn that what he did was unacceptable
and be taught a lesson. Clearly nothing was learned.
Athletes need to learn when they should talk and
when they should just shut up and play the game.
They aren’t the only people who say obscene
remarks.
“I can’t believe my grand mothers making me
take Out the garbage I’m rich f—- this I’m going
home I don’t need this s—-,” Rapper 50 Cent
tweeted in 2010.
50 Cent knows that he has an effect on the lives
of the younger generation. The fact that he is saying he shouldn’t have to take out the trash because
he has money will tell kids that if their parents
make a lot of money, they won’t have to as well.
It is as if these people do not bother to think
about all the things they have done before they
decide to speak.
These famous people are not only using wrongful speech but also lack of common knowledge.
In 2012 Ashton Kutcher stated, “the number
of lines in your forehead tells how many lives
you’ve lived.”
I mean come on. Have some common sense, you
are a famous actor that so many people look up to
and see as a role model and then you go out and
say things like that.
Beyond our friends, family and the areas we live
in, celebrities are sources for inspiration through
media because they are seen daily by people
all over the world, according to a blog post by
Cassey Ho, a certified yoga instructor with a
degree in Biology.
I know a lot of people see actors and actresses
as their inspiration in life, but when I hear about
them saying things like this, I can only ask why
would you look up to someone like that?
It blows my mind how little these people understand their role in our society. Famous people are
put on a pedestal above everyone else and some of
them don’t take it serious enough.
I believe they need to take this seriously because
many kids these days try and emulate these celebrities and loosely base their lives off their actions.
It is difficult to fathom how little some famous
people care about their image, by saying these
things they are only making everyone believe they
have no idea what they are doing.
Kavin Mistry is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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I LOVE COLLEGE

Five being the new four
isn’t the end of the world
By Vasuki Rao
@VasukiRao94

It was about 2 a.m. and I had just finished “Kindred” by
Octavia Butler. I sat on my bed and let out a sigh.
“What’s wrong?” my roommate asked, shift ing her eyes
from her computer screen to me.
“Nothing,” I said. “It’s just that this book is so beautiful
and I never would have read it if it weren’t for this class.”
As I mourned over the book and its tragedies, I thought
about how much I loved my Women of Color class.
I never would have taken the class if it weren’t for
general education requirements, but that’s not because
I hate learning. I simply would have devoted my time
exclusively to major-related classes to be on track with
my “four-year” plan.

“

I wal
walk
walked into a creative writing
clas
class
las freshman year simply
because it was required and fit
my schedule. By the end of the
semester, I left with an entirely
different major and a whole new
perspective on
n life.

”

In my freshman year of college, I was an engineering
major. In my head, I had made the perfect decision.
I liked math. I had an advantage over others in my
department for jobs because I was the minority gender.
Once I graduated (in four years), I wouldn’t even have to
be an outstanding engineer in order to be paid comfortably. It was the perfect plan.
The perfect plan of getting out in four years, however, is
a myth to many of us.
Whether it’s becomplications with transfer credits,
impacted classes or time constraints, many of us face the
dreaded idea that “five is the new four.”
Graduating in five years is only possible if you’re willing to work your butt off and don’t screw up.
But what if five being the new four isn’t all that bad?
Author Franz Kafka once wrote that “a book must be

the ax for the frozen sea inside of us.”
Books have always been a huge part of my
education. Many of these books were assigned
reading material in classes that, at first,
seemed irrelevant.
When my high school literature teacher
assigned “The Catcher in the Rye,” my feelings of joy were based on how thin the book
was. It meant less forced reading.
But as soon I got into Holden Caulfield’s head
and felt the cynicism for life he did, I was hooked.
I will always have a love-hate relationship with Caulfield, but my sense of self—the realization that I am not
alone in my frustrations toward our sometimes “phony”
society—and the feeling of lost love all sprouted from
that book.
Of course in high school, taking elective classes didn’t
seem like the worst thing. We didn’t have the privilege of
choosing a path or in college language, a major, just yet.
Countless freshmen walk into college thinking they’re
done with the “bulls--- classes” that had nothing to do
with their chosen major.
They assume the classes they take will be their choice
and suit their interests. This assumption is fair because
it’s college, the place you get to independently make
adult choices.
But think about this. In this phase of our lives, we’ve
entered a world of seemingly endless possibilities for
change, a juncture where we can finally, and legally,
make decisions of our own.
Why would we consider constricting our scope of
knowledge to what we think we want to do with our
future?
Your late teens and early 20s are a vulnerable time.
Life at this point feels like watching a YouTube video.
Just as I’m halfway through a video, I see all these suggestions for other videos to watch. In my head I go, “oh,
that looks like it could be interesting!”
It is the abundance of choice and opportunity that
defines the American education system.
It was the liberty of choice and availability of options
in the system that brought to surface the flaws of my perfect engineering plan.
I walked into a creative writing class freshman year
simply because it was required and fit my schedule. By
the end of the semester, I left with an entirely different
major and a whole new perspective on life.
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In my sophomore year of college, I thought the fact that
I had to take a World Religion class, even though I was
an atheist, to be one of the most absurd things.
I’m not sure if it was my professor’s quick wit or the
fact that religion in its most purest form is actually quite
beautiful, but that class is still one of my favorites to this
day. I didn’t walk out of class at the end of the semester a theist, but I learned to appreciate some aspects of
religion.
If it weren’t for required electives or general education,
I would have never taken these life-changing
classes. I learned for the sake of learning and
that is the best kind of schooling.
I, too, am a victim of not graduating
in four years. Part of me is glad I’ll be in
college a little longer.
Some of the things I want to learn about
can happen most effectively by taking specific classes, and I wouldn’t have the latitude to
do that if I was in a hurry to get out.
In Arianna Huffington’s Smith College commencement
address in 2013, she talked about redefining success.
“At the moment, our society’s notion of success is
largely composed of two parts: money and power,”
Huffington said. “But it’s time for a third metric beyond
money and power—one founded on well-being, wisdom,
our ability to wonder and to give back.”
This might seem like a quixotic vision, but taking
classes outside of your major—outside of your comfort
zone—will change you as a person. It creates a generation that moves one step forward towards the vision.
If there’s one thing I’ve learned in college, it’s that
magic happens outside of your comfort zone.
Vasuki Rao is the
Spartan Daily arts & entertainment editor.
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Letters to the Editor may be placed in the letters to
the editor box in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 9243282, emailed to spartandaily@gmail.com or written
to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, 1 Washington
Square, San Jose, Ca, 95192-0149.
Letters to the Editor must contain the author’s
name, year and major. Only letters of 300 words or
less will be considered for publication. Letters may
be edited for spelling and clarity by Spartan Daily
editors prior to publication. Published opinions and
advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views
of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and
Mass Communication or SJSU. The Spartan Daily is
a public forum.
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Want to fix Congress?
Start with a bigger house

HOME IMPROVEMENT
By Nicholas Ibarra
@NickMIbarra

Quick—how big is the House of
Representatives?
If your fi rst thought was about a family of incestuous blondes in a mythical,
HBO-produced land, shame on you
(shame!). The actual answer, of course, is
435, divvied up to the states based on the
most recent census, with each state getting at least one representative guaranteed so they don’t feel left out (looking at
you, Wyoming).
Now, 435 may sound like sort of an arbitrary number, but it makes perfect sense
once you learn the history behind it, and
is exactly proportional with the vision
of the Founding Fathers, the Federalist
Papers and the Constitution itself. Except,
none of that is true at all.
The current arbitrary number 435 was
capped by the Reapportionment Act in
1929 because, just assuming here, the
Capitol parking lot was starting to fill
up early and if you pulled in after 9 a.m.
you’d have to circle the block in your
Model T for like 20 minutes.
This was largely the same all-star Congress that outlawed drinking, and was
exactly the same group of geniuses who
were too busy competing in mustache and
bowler-hat contests to notice the stock
market was about to implode, sending the
nation spiraling into a depression so great
we later had to capitalize it. So you know
they really took the time to mull the long
term implications. (In fairness, Missouri
Rep. Ralph Lozier did momentarily bum
everyone out by eloquently inquiring,
“Why 435? Why not 400? Why not 300?
Why not 250, 450, 535, or 600?” before he
was, I’m again assuming, shouted down
so everyone could break early for lunch.)
But nearly a century later, with congressional approval scraping the bottom of the
barrel at 11 percent, it’s long past time we
took a second look at that decision.

Conveniently, there is a line right there
in Article 1 of the Constitution about
determining the size of the House of Representatives: “The number of Representatives shall not exceed 1 for every 30,000.”
What in retrospect looks like one of the
worst of the Constitutional Convention’s
snafus, they set a maximum number of
representatives relative to population
instead of a minimum.
Why not the other way round?
Ironically, many of the Founding
Fathers were so passionate about having
enough representatives for the population
that setting a ceiling may have been an
effort to save themselves from their own
good intentions.

“

citizens. The precedent for this number
goes all the way back to Plato, who opined
that the size of an ideal city-state should
be capped at 50,000 because any
group of people larger than
that was too unwieldy to
make reasonable decisions
in the best interests of the
community.
So if Madison and Plato
drew a red line at 50,000, and
Washington at 30,000, how far
off could we really be?
The average population of a congressional district today is 710,767, or more
than 14 times Madison’s red line, and it’s
getting worse literally by the day as the

And that’s really the logical first step:
demanding a House of 10,000—to simplify and build in a little wiggle room—
instead of 435. A House of 10,000
would give average citizens a
real buy-in to the political
process, exactly as the government was designed to do,
and it would pretty much
singlehandedly eliminate
gerrymandering, all with one
simple vote.
I’m not saying enlarging the House
would be a panacea, because there are
fundamental disagreements among
the populace that adequate representation would in no way solve. Nor would
it address head-on the root problem of
money’s undue influence on the political
process. But what it would do is give the
people a meaningful voice in that debate.
The only downside? We would have to
build Congress a bigger building, and,
more importantly, a bigger parking lot.

This was largely the same all-star Congress
that outlawed drinking, and was exactly
the same group of geniuses who were too
busy competing in mustache and bowler-hat
contests to notice the stock
oc market was about
to implode...
ode...

”

The only time George Washington spoke
at the convention he successfully advocated changing the ratio from one representative per 40,000 to one per 30,000. Setting the minimum ratio at 30,000, in the
context of a group of people who would
never dream of raising it much past that,
might have seemed like a good idea.
But don’t just take Washington’s word
for it.
This other schmuck named James
Madison was so deeply concerned about
the possibility of the House not growing in proportion to the population
that he proposed a first amendment to
the Constitution to enshrine a ratio no
greater than one representative per 50,000

Nicholas Ibarra is a contributing writer.
The Rights Stuff appears occasionally
on Thursdays.

population grows. With a population just
under 319 million, the U.S. should by all
rights have a minimum of 6,380 representatives, or about one-third the number
of people at a sold-out Shark’s game—a
sizeable group of people, to be sure, but
no real logistical hurdle to speak of.
The good news is, repealing or replacing
the Reapportionment Act does not take
a constitutional amendment. It would
be just as easy as passing any other law
through congress, taking only a simple
majority in each house and the president’s
signature (so it’s also the bad news).
Big picture, an amendment is needed to
carve the maximum ratio of 50,000 into
the stone in which it belongs.
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Complete the grid so that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9
inclusively.

Previous solutions

Oct 21st

ACROSS
1 Uses a tent
6 Capital
before Abuja
11 Atlas feature
14 For the
mature
15 Humiliate
16 Eggs,
scientiﬁcally
17 Theatrical
choreography
19 Fondue,
for one
20 Floating
marker
21 Long-jawed
ﬁsh
22 Dos Passos
trilogy
23 Show sorrow
for
26 Decorative
pleated
material
28 Sense of self
29 Lively
country
dance
31 Juan Peron’s
wife
32 Agrees
silently
34 Iceberg
feature,
ﬁguratively
35 Add while
cooking
38 Had night
visions
40 Wave,
for one

41 Like some
pretzels
42 Little legume
43 Literary
collections
44 Belonging to
that guy
45 Young seal
47 “Addams
Family”
cousin
48 Like most
swords
51 Ridges on
ranges
53 Dinghy
necessity
54 Bitter beer
55 Computer
operating
system
56 Preﬁx with
“solve” or
“respect”
57 What many
get by on
62 D.C.’s
Constitution,
e.g.
63 Makes level
64 Grain
disease
65 Positive
answer
66 Jewish commemorative
meal
67 Building level
DOWN
1 Sky-___
(TV news aid)
2 Mountain out

of a molehill
3 Kind of
inedible pie
4 Academy
newcomer
5 Arranged,
as Christmas
lights
6 Word with
“bug” or
“ﬁnger”
7 Attorneys’
org.
8 Attack en
masse
(with “on”)
9 “Sesame
Street”
character
10 Some frozen
desserts

30
33
35
36
37
39
40
42
45
46
48

11 School
addition,
sometimes
12 Message
boat
13 Yellow North
American
fruit
18 Made jottings
23 Offers
temporarily
24 Hub of old
Athens
25 Equine
lover’s
collection,
sometimes
26 Affected
dandy
27 Musical

49
50
52
55
58
59
60
61

about
31-Across
Cover-up
participant?
Composer
Erik
It’s got things
covered
Angry
Hawks’
hangouts
Titles for
French ladies
“Whiz”
beginning
High degree
Destroyed
dandelions,
e.g.
Prepares to
paint
Not
yesterday or
tomorrow
Give up, as
one’s rights
Baseball
player’s tool
Put forth,
as effort
Cold War
country,
brieﬂy
Opposite of
WSW
“Long ___
and far
away”
Fish-foul link
Where a
pig is
comfortable
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Spartans finish 14th in Stanford Invitational

Raechel Price | Spartan Daily
Spartan junior My Leander reads the green on the 11th hole during the second round of the Stanford Intercollegiate tournament on Monday.
By Darby Brown-Kuhn
@darbk5352

Competing in a tournament featuring some of the nation’s top collegiate
teams, the San Jose State women’s golf
team shot a 299 in the final round of the
Stanford Intercollegiate on Tuesday, finishing 14th out of 17 teams.
Junior My Leander shot a team-best
221 in the three-round tournament.
Redshirt senior Regan De Guzman had
the best score in the final round for the
Spartans, shooting a two-under 69 with
four birdies.
“Regan had a great round today, and
hopefully this round kick starts her for Las
Vegas next week,” said Spartan head coach
John Dormann in an SJSU press release.
De Guzman was the only Spartan whose
rounds improved as the tournament progressed. She shot 78 and 75 in the first
two rounds, and her fi nal-round score
was the best individual score of the team.
The most consistent Spartan in the
tournament was Leander, who shot a 74,
73 and 74 in the tournament, finishing
at 8-over par and tied for 37th place in
individual scoring.

scoring on par-3 holes, averaging 3.11
strokes in the tournament, but struggling on 4-par and 5-par holes.
“In my 18 plus years of coming here, there
are some unique hole locations that I have
never seen. These locations require you
to be precise with your shots,” Dormann
said. “We have to be accurate off the tee to
put ourselves in birdie opportunities. We
have to make birdies on the par-5 holes.”
The Stanford Cardinal won the tournament, shooting a 5-under 847 and was
the only team in the field that scored in
the negatives.
The Spartans came into the tournament
ranked 69th in collegiate scoring, according to golfweek.com’s power rankings
and fi nished ahead of Washington State
University, Pepperdine and Auburn University, which are ranked 67th, 58th and
41st, respectively.
The tournament featured the top four
teams in the nation—the University of

Sophomore Elizabeth Schultz tied for
67th place after finishing 14-over-par,
shooting 77 in the first round and 75 in
the second and third rounds.
Freshman Cristina Glebova converted

“

”
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Name

John Dormann
Women’s golf head coach

Recover

Darby Brown-Kuhn is the
Spartan Daily sports editor.

Tournament Stats

In my 18 plus years
of coming here, there
are some unique hole
locations that I have
never seen. These
locations require you
to be precise with
ith you
your
shots.

eight birdies in the first two rounds of the
tournament shooting a 6-over 148 through
round one and two. Her total of nine was
ranked 15th overall in the tournament.
The Spartans ranked fourth in team

Southern California, the University of
Georgia, Northwestern University and the
University of Arizona—and four teams
that are ranked in the top 20.
The Spartans’ next tournament is the
Las Vegas Collegiate Showdown, which
will be hosted by the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
The showdown will feature 19 teams, including the University of Tennessee and
San Diego State, which are ranked 13th
and 15th, respectively, and features no
teams ranked in the top ten nationally.

Total

Finish

My Leander

221 (+8)

T37

Regan De Guzman

222 (+9)

T40

Elizabeth Schultz

227 (+14)

T61

Cristina Glebova

229 (+16)

T67

Photo by Raechel Price

Infographic by Darby Brown-Kuhn

family.
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When you suffer from an eating disorder, the people you care
about suffer, too. Eating disorders can have a profound impact on
your quality of life. They damage your physical well-being, self-image,
and relationships. If you think you or someone you love may have an
eating disorder, get help at Eating Recovery Center of California.
And take back your life. #RecoverLife

SACRAMENTO, CA

Locations: Sacramento, Fresno, Bay Area, CA
Programs: Partial Hospitalization, Intensive Outpatient and Outpatient levels of care
Focus: Anorexia, Bulimia, Binge Eating Disorder, Eating Disorders Not Otherwise Speciﬁed (EDNOS)
Populations: Adults, adolescents and children, male and female

EatingRecoveryCenterCA.com
(916) 794-4006

